
We’re now a little over 12 months into living with COVID-19 and entering another annual

planning cycle filled with uncertainty which, given planning is informed guesswork at the best of

times, is a daunting task.

So how do you plan for uncertainty? Put simply, the same way you would plan for certainty,

albeit that secondary plans need to be available for implementation should the need arise. Now
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to building your plan, where do you start? To be able to build a robust plan you need to know

what you want to achieve. Without this goal, your plan will ultimately fail as it has no purpose.

Once your goal is in place you need to understand where you are before you can start getting to

where you want to be. The simplest way to do this is through a strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis. This analysis should take time, involve people from

all parts of the business, and would ideally be conducted by an external facilitator as they will be

able to tease out some of the finer points of the conversation.

Upon completion of your SWOT it should be clear that there are many weaknesses to work on

and opportunities to exploit.  These should be whittled down to a workable number, say, eight in

total, and will form the basis of your plan.

Once your plan is down on paper, the most important, and often missed, step is next. That is,

having your plan reviewed and assessed by people not involved with its creation, so that the

plan can be stress tested and improved. This stress testing, much like the SWOT from the plan

creation stage, should be conducted by a group of people from across the business and with an

external facilitator. This step can be as simple as reviewing the plan for stated and unstated

assumptions and then testing their impact on the plan should they not hold true, or, it can be as

complicated as following the plan through to completion through war gaming techniques and

simulations.

With the stress-tested and improved plan now ready to be put into action, how do you ensure it

is successfully implemented? The answer to this question is to embed the plan into staff

members’ KPIs through tools such as scorecards and budgets for specific projects included

within the wider annual budget for the business. By building the plan into the budgets and KPIs

it will, hopefully, drive the behaviours required to create responsibility and ownership over the

plan with the staff to ensure your plans succeed.

Of course, not all plans work out as intended, so what do you do if an unforeseen event arises to

turn your best laid plans upside down? Ideally you will have already envisaged this through your

plan stress-testing phase and have a ready-made back-up plan to pull out of the bottom drawer,

but if you don’t have this plan available, you will simply need to build it.

And always remember, failing to plan is planning to fail.

Should you have any queries or wish to discuss this further, please contact your Fordham

Partner.
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Talk to us today
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